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Just Jessie
The supermodel, television and internet personality, busy mom, and author of the
New York Times bestseller Everyday Supermodel shares a new set of tips and tricks
for creating comfortable, inviting, organized spaces throughout your home—while
making them beautiful and stylish too. Once upon a time, Molly Sims was a single girl
who used her oven as a sweater drawer. Today, the model turned home chef, design
diva, organizational guru, entertaining expert, and blessed mama uses her stove to
whip up fabulous fare for family and friends. While she loves to cook, Molly also
loves to entertain, and to make the home she shares with her husband and young
children both beautiful and inviting. Juggling a successful career and growing
household, Molly had to find solutions that worked for her busy life. In this
inspirational guide written in her fun, sophisticated, relaxed girlfriend-to-girlfriend
style—and flavored with just a touch of Southern—Molly brings together expert advice
and her own insights to help you add that little "extra" to make your everyday life a
little better, a little easier, and a little more special. Inside you'll find secrets and real
life advice for simplifying, streamlining, and beautifying, including: Kicking clutter to
the curb. Applying the accessory rule to your home—removing one piece. Feeding
your family without stress. Using the right tools to plan parties like a professional,
and tackle easy DIY projects. Prioritizing the positive without getting hung up on the
perfect. Filled with lovely and instructive color photos from Molly’s own house,
personal anecdotes, insight from Molly’s go-to experts, and easy-to-follow how-tos
and lists, Molly’s charming guide will help you create the stylish home and life you
want.

Lauren Conrad Celebrate
For the first time ever, entrepreneur, designer, and TV star Kristin Cavallari shares
how she juggles all facets of her busy life with style and grace. From outlining health
and wellness, food, fitness, fashion, and her success as a businesswoman to more
private matters of family, motherhood, and her relationship with her husband, NFL
quarterback Jay Cutler, Kristin leaves no stone unturned to give fans of Laguna
Beach and The Hills all of the answers they’ve been looking for. Tracing her journey
from reality stardom to real life—the good, the bad, and the ugly—Kristin digs down to
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the most personal of relationships in her life and discusses how they made her who
she is today. She also talks about the amazing effects of her healthy diet and
exercise, which have made Kristin and her family the happiest and healthiest they’ve
ever been. Kristin shares the family’s favorite recipes and even reveals how her
food philosophy has drastically improved Jay’s type 1 diabetes. Balancing in Heels is
a behind-the-scenes, in-depth look at who the real Kristin Cavallari is—unscripted.

Happiness for Beginners
Based on cutting-edge brain science, Dr. Martin Rossman has developed a program to
help you break the worry cycle—and transform worry into a positive force. Our brains
are hardwired for worry. While our ancient ancestors had a legitimate use for the
fight-or-flight instinct, today what was once a matter of survival has become the stuff
of sleepless nights and anxiety-filled days. At its best, worry is a way for us to turn
over and solve a problem in our minds. But for many, worry becomes a negative
cycle of unnecessary suffering. In The Worry Solution, Dr. Rossman gives you an
easy-to-follow plan for taking control of your reactions to stress and anxiety. Using
proven clinical techniques that harness the very power of imagination that creates
worry and stress, you will learn the five basic skills that will help you to clarify your
worries, sort them into those you can and cannot do something about, and tap the
wisdom buried deep within you to help solve problems creatively. At the heart of the
program is the use of guided imagery and creative visualization, techniques that
invigorate the emotional and intuitive parts of the brain to add to and enhance logical
intelligence. Not only can you start to see a change in your stress levels immediately,
but with regular practice, you may literally alter the worry pathways in your
brain—and "hardwire" yourself for calmness and clarity. Grounded in cutting-edge
science and wonderfully accessible, The Worry Solution is a powerful and practical
guide to living your best life—healthier, happier, and free from unnecessary stress.
From the Hardcover edition.

Becoming
New York Times bestseller! Whether she is belting out one of her number one hit
country songs, cheering on her NFL-star husband in the stands, working on her
fashion label, Kittenish, or making dinner for her hubby and three children, Jessie
James Decker is constantly on the move. For years she has been performing and
singing for fans, while also bringing people into her life through her hit E! show, Eric
& Jessie, and Instagram, where she posts about family, food, and whatever else
happens to be on her mind. Now, in Just Jessie, she invites you into her home, her
marriage, and her kitchen like never before, sharing the stories that have mattered
the most and the secrets of how she balances everything with a smile—and often a
forkful of comfort food to go along. From following her childhood music dreams, to
her struggles with bullying, to finding her soul mate, Jessie doesn’t hold anything
back in this exclusive peek into her life, going behind the scenes of the best and the
hardest moments and providing the lessons to help you survive yours as well. With
the honesty and humor that have made her one of the most supportive voices out
there, she offers warm, practical advice about dating, decor, fashion, beauty,
parenting, fitness, keeping romance alive—and so much more. In addition, Just Jessie
features fifteen of her favorite go-to recipes, going step by step through her most
Instagrammable and delicious dishes. Whether at home or on the red carpet, Jessie
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always finds a way to make it work—and does so with style and charm. Gorgeously
illustrated with never-before-seen childhood photos and original photography, Just
Jessie is the essential guide to living life the way it works for Jessie, inspiring your
dreams as you learn how Jessie made hers a reality.

Everyday Chic
"A beauty guide with tips on hair, makeup and beauty in general by celebrity Lauren
Conrad"--

The Ladies' Book of Etiquette, and Manual of Politeness
“How do you do it all?” That’s the question that wife, mom, actress, and best-selling
author Candace Cameron Bure is often asked. And it’s a question that women
everywhere are asking themselves as we seek to balance all of our roles,
responsibilities, and opportunities. So, how do we do it? Working since the age of 5,
Candace has been in a balancing act for nearly her entire life. She is the first to tell
you that there is no miracle formula for perfect execution in every area of your life,
but there definitely are some lessons to be learned, lessons that come to life in
Candace's story. Come along and dig into Candace’s story from her start in
commercials, the balance-necessitating years on Full House, to adding on the roles of
wife and mom while also returning to Hollywood. Insightful, funny, and poignant,
Candace’s story will help you balance it all.

Yoga RX
Follows the wild path of Tomato Rodriguez as she makes her way across the country
via motorcycle in an effort to visit as many post offices as possible

Strong Is the New Beautiful
The Sunday Times bestseller. Stephanie Pratt is the consummate reality star. Since
2007, her life has been lived almost as much on the small screen as off it, and
constantly analysed in gossip columns. In Made in Reality, Stephanie gives an
exclusive insight into the trials and tribulations of life on reality TV, taking us behind
the scenes of The Hills, Made in Chelsea and even the Big Brother House. In her tellall autobiography, nothing is off-limits, from the drama of her relationship with
Spencer Matthews to her issues with her brother Spencer Pratt. For the first time,
she shares her struggles with drug addiction, eating disorders, and the pressures of
fame in the internet age. Inspiring, fascinating, and insightful throughout, this is an
honest account of the truth behind reality.

Gracefully You
Discusses the role of nutritional supplements in promoting good health, and describes
specific vitamins, minerals, essential fatty acids, glandular products, and other
nutrients

Close to the Heel
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From the New York Times bestselling author of How to Walk Away and Things You
Save in a Fire Helen Carpenter can’t quite seem to bounce back. Newly divorced at
thirty-two, her life has fallen apart beyond her ability to put it together again. So
when her annoying younger brother, Duncan, convinces her to sign up for a hardcore
wilderness survival course in the backwoods of Wyoming—she hopes it’ll be exactly
what she needs. Instead, it’s a disaster. It’s nothing like she wants, or expects, or
anticipates. She doesn’t anticipate the surprise summer blizzard, for example—or the
blisters, or the rutting elk, or the mean pack of sorority girls. And she
especiallydoesn’t anticipate that her annoying brother’s even-more-annoying best
friend, Jake, will show up for the exact same course—and distract her, derail her, and .
. . kiss her. But it turns out sometimes disaster can teach you exactly the things you
need to learn. Like how to keep going, even when you think you can’t. How being
scared can make you brave. And how sometimes getting really, really lost is your
only hope of getting found. Happiness for Beginners is Katherine Center at her most
heart-warming, captivating best—a nourishing, page-turning, up-all-night read about
how to get back up. It’s a story that looks at how our struggles lead us to our
strengths. How love is always worth it. And how the more good things we look for,
the more we find.

Staying Stylish
East meets West as an assistant dean at the UCLA School of Medecine and a
celebrity Yoga instructor show how to use ancient Yoga postures for treating dozens
of common ailments. Yoga has never been hotter in America, and now its benefits are
being recognized far beyond the arenas of enlightenment and body sculpting. Yoga RX
distills an array of postures into an easy-to-use regimen for anyone seeking relief for
anything from back pain to the common cold. Written by a highly respected professor
of medecine and a renowned Yoga teacher and Yoga therapist whose clients include
Warren Beatty, Ted Danson, and Dolly Parton, Yoga RX offers a holistic program
based on the authors' research into the science of Yoga. Helping readers enhance
their chances of disease prevention through increased circulation, strength,
flexibility, and concentration, this accessible handbook also covers specific Yoga
therapies for treating illnesses such as: • Arthritis • Headaches • PMS •
Insomnia • Chronic Fatigue Syndrome In the tradition of The Pilates Body, this stepby-step, illustrated handbook is the ultimate prescription for healing body, mind, and
soul.

Pocket Guide to Essential Oils
A NEW YORK TIMES NOTABLE BOOK OF THE YEAR ONE OF THE TOP TEN
BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR --PUBLISHER'S WEEKLY ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS
OF THE YEAR --VULTURE "Daisy Johnson is the demon offspring of Shirley
Jackson and Stephen King." --The Observer (London) "Builds a gothic plot to an
artful and shocking climax." --The New York Times "Ends with a magnificent twist."
--The Boston Globe From a Booker Prize finalist and international literary star: a
blazing portrait of one darkly riveting sibling relationship, from the inside out. "One of
her generation's most intriguing authors" (Entertainment Weekly), Daisy Johnson is
the youngest writer to have been shortlisted for the Man Booker Prize. Now she
returns with Sisters, a haunting story about two sisters caught in a powerful
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emotional web and wrestling to understand where one ends and the other begins.
Born just ten months apart, July and September are thick as thieves, never needing
anyone but each other. Now, following a case of school bullying, the teens have
moved away with their single mother to a long-abandoned family home near the
shore. In their new, isolated life, July finds that the deep bond she has always shared
with September is shifting in ways she cannot entirely understand. A creeping sense
of dread and unease descends inside the house. Meanwhile, outside, the sisters push
boundaries of behavior--until a series of shocking encounters tests the limits of their
shared experience, and forces shocking revelations about the girls' past and future.
Written with radically inventive language and imagery by an author whose work has
been described as "entrancing" (The New Yorker), "a force of nature" (The New
York Times Book Review), and "weird and wild and wonderfully unsettling" (Celeste
Ng), Sisters is a one-two punch of wild fury and heartache--a taut, powerful, and
deeply moving account of sibling love and what happens when two sisters must face
each other's darkest impulses.

True Roots
Combining science, culture, anthropology, and philosophy, explains how to stay
healthy and live with purpose in the modern world by returning to the way humanity's
hunter-gatherer ancestors ate, moved, and lived in the wild.

Karmic Healing
Whether it' ?s a challenging childhood, a problematic boss, or a failed relationship,
we all have our baggage. Unresolved issues can manifest as pain or illness as well as
blocks to personal fulfillment and accomplishment. Often, these issues are karmic
carryovers from other lifetimes. It is part of our soul' ?s mission to heal them in
order to grow.In KARMIC HEALING, hypnotherapist Djuna Wojton outlines a fourstep plan for recognizing karmic patterns to heal the body, mind, and spirit and truly
live in the present. Drawing on more than twenty years of experience in past-life
therapy, she provides detailed strategies for fine-tuning your psychic senses,
retrieving past-life baggage, clearing karmic clutter, healing family and romantic
relationships, and undertaking a spiritual makeover. Going beyond standard
regression therapy, she explains how to resolve past-life issues using a variety of
holistic treatments, including visualization, meditation, flower essences, yoga
postures, tarot cards, collages, drawing, and more. Djuna also shares inspiring stories
from her clients who have overcome addiction, physical pain, nightmares, anxiety,
marital problems, and other karmic blocks.Using the techniques of karmic healing,
you' ?ll learn to recognize and overcome destructive emotional patterns and selfdefeating attitudes to gain clarity, achieve goals, improve relationships, and align with
your greater purpose.

The Heroine's Journey
In a life filled with meaning and accomplishment, Michelle Obama has emerged as one
of the most iconic and compelling women of our era. As First Lady of the United
States of America, she helped create the most welcoming and inclusive White House
in history. With unerring honesty and lively wit, she describes her triumphs and her
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disappointments, both public and private. A deeply personal reckoning of a woman of
soul and substance who has steadily defied expectations.

The Paleo Manifesto
Why simply alleviate asthma and allergy symptoms when you can address the root
causes? In LIVE FREE FROM ASTHMA AND ALLERGIES, Dr. Ellen Cutler
introduces the Bioenergetic Sensitivity and Enzyme Therapy (BioSET) system, a
method of reprogramming the body' ?s response to foods and environmental factors
to provide real relief without the use of medication. This comprehensive manual
explains how to use the BioSET system to treat yourself at home. Combining enzyme
therapy with proper nutrition and a non-invasive desensitization technique that
utilizes acupressure meridian points to fully clear and reprogram most sensitivities,
this holistic program will free you from sniffles, sneezing, and wheezing for good.

Encyclopedia of Nutritional Supplements
Kristin Cavallari is best known for her time on the hit reality series Laguna Beach
and follow-up show, The Hills. But Cavallari is so much more than a reality star.
Since her time on MTV, she has had a hand in multiple business ventures, including
jewelry design, a line of shoes, and a lifestyle app. Besides that, she is the mother to
two young boys, wife to Chicago Bears quarterback Jay Cutler, and a frequent guest
and commentator on E! Network. Cavallari is busier than ever and her fans always
ask her the same question: How does she balance it all? In Balancing in Heels,
Cavallari answers just that question and more, sharing how she juggles all facets of
her life with style and grace. Chapters focus on everything from health and wellness,
fitness, fashion, and being a successful businesswoman to more private matters of
motherhood and her relationship with Jay. This beautiful volume is an intimate look at
the woman behind the fame and the perfect gift for her many fans.

The Worry Solution
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • The TV star and author of True Roots shares
130+ of her favorite recipes for healthy, natural, wholesome comfort food in this
essential cookbook. “Kristin’s family-friendly, decadently ‘health-ified’ recipes will
have you reliving favorite memories and making delicious new ones bite after
bite!”—Daphne Oz, Emmy Award-winning television host and bestselling author
NAMED ONE OF THE BEST COOKBOOKS OF THE YEAR BY DELISH Over the past
few years, Kristin Cavallari has become known for the healthy recipes she cooks at
home for her family. In her bestselling cookbook, True Roots, she shared the recipes
that keep her motivated and inspired and in turn challenged fans to cook more meals
at home and live a healthier lifestyle. Now, in True Comfort, Kristin turns her
attention to some of the most-requested dishes that are hardest to find: healthy
comfort food. True Comfort features her favorite recipes for cozy breakfasts (Apple
Pecan Dutch Baby, Espresso Overnight Oats, and Sweet Potato Toast), lunches
(Roasted Cauliflower Tartine, Nashville Hot Chicken Salad Cups, and Butternut
Squash and Leek Chowder) and dinners (Red-Wine Braised Short Ribs, Oat Crust
Chicken Pot Pie, and Saffron Seafood Cioppino) plus desserts (Orange Olive Oil Cake
and Dark Chocolate Peppermint Silk Pie) and drinks (Cashew Eggnog and Rosemary
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Charcoal Latte). With tips and tricks to put together a well-stocked pantry, fridge,
and freezer, this book goes beyond the traditional cookbook to help readers feel more
like Kristin in the kitchen.

Live Free from Asthma and Allergies
This book describes contemporary woman's search for wholeness in a society in
which she has been defined according to masculine values. Drawing upon cultural
myths and fairy tales, ancient symbols and goddesses, and the dreams of
contemporary women, Murdock illustrates the need for—and the reality of—feminine
values in Western culture today.

Lauren Conrad Style
Winner of the Windham Campbell Prize • A Washington Post Best Book of the Year
• A Time Best Book of the Year • A San Francisco Chronicle Top 10 Book of the
Year • A Huffington Post Best Fiction Book of the Year • A New York Times
Editors’ Choice In her most accessible, commercial novel yet, the “supremely
perceptive writer of formidable skill and intelligence (New York Times Book Review)
turns her astute eye to a dramatic family reunion, where simmering tensions and
secrets come to a head over three long, hot summer weeks. With five novels and two
collections of stories, Tessa Hadley has earned a reputation as a fiction writer of
remarkable gifts. She brings all of her considerable skill and an irresistible setup to
The Past, a novel in which three sisters, a brother, and their children assemble at
their country house. These three weeks may be their last time there; the upkeep is
prohibitive, and they may be forced to sell this beloved house filled with memories of
their shared past (their mother took them there to live when she left their father).
Yet beneath the idyllic pastoral surface, hidden passions, devastating secrets, and
dangerous hostilities threaten to consume them. Sophisticated and sleek, Roland’s
new wife (his third) arouses his sisters’ jealousies and insecurities. Kasim, the
twenty-year-old son of Alice’s ex-boyfriend, becomes enchanted with Molly,
Roland’s sixteen-year-old daughter. Fran’s young children make an unsettling
discovery in a dilapidated cottage in the woods that shatters their innocence. Passion
erupts where it’s least expected, leveling the quiet self-possession of Harriet, the
eldest sister. Over the course of this summer holiday, the family’s stories and
silences intertwine, small disturbances build into familial crises, and a way of
life—bourgeois, literate, ritualized, Anglican—winds down to its inevitable end. With
subtle precision and deep compassion, Tessa Hadley brilliantly evokes a brewing
storm of lust and envy, the indelible connections of memory and affection, the fierce,
nostalgic beauty of the natural world, and the shifting currents of history running
beneath the surface of these seemingly steady lives. The result is a novel of
breathtaking skill and scope that showcases this major writer’s extraordinary talents.

Balancing in Heels
The Ladies' Book of Etiquette, And Manual of Politeness: A Complete Handbook for
the Use of the by Florence Hartley, first published in 1872, is a rare manuscript, the
original residing in one of the great libraries of the world. This book is a reproduction
of that original, which has been scanned and cleaned by state-of-the-art publishing
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tools for better readability and enhanced appreciation. Restoration Editors' mission is
to bring long out of print manuscripts back to life. Some smudges, annotations or
unclear text may still exist, due to permanent damage to the original work. We
believe the literary significance of the text justifies offering this reproduction,
allowing a new generation to appreciate it.

Flaming Iguanas
The Golden Globe-nominated actress and the co-founder of The Honest Company
counsels busy moms on how to make affordable and healthy choices for their families
without sacrificing style, sharing a variety of family-friendly recipes, eco-friendly
decorating tips and natural beauty-care advice. Original. 150,000 first printing.

Just Feed Me
Manage anxiety, insomnia, and more with this easy-to-use beginner's guide to making
your own CBD-infused drinks, snacks, and topical products. CBD oil, or cannabidiol, is
a nonpsychoactive compound found in cannabis that has the ability to treat many
common health issues, including anxiety, depression, chronic pain, and inflammation.
The Essential CBD Cookbook acts as a resource to incorporate CBD oil into your
diet, including information on the different forms of CBD, general CBD usage, dosing,
and health benefits, plus more than 65 recipes that anyone can try. Readers will be
able to make CBD juices, smoothies, savory and sweet snacks, and even beauty
products that promote health and healing for the mind and body--no special
equipment required--including: • CBD Coconut Cake • CBD Strawberry Chia
Smoothie • CBD Golden Beet Hummus • CBD Bath Soak The Essential CBD
Cookbook has something for everyone, whether you're looking to reduce anxiety,
treat insomnia, or just enjoy a calming, healthful treat.

Real Food, Real Simple
Country music sensation, lifestyle guru, and New York Times bestselling author
Jessie James Decker gives fans her favorite recipes in this charming and beautifully
designed full-color cookbook. In her New York Times bestselling book Just Jessie,
Jessie James Decker invited fans into her life, sharing personal moments, honest
recollections, and a window into life with her husband Eric Decker and their children.
Along the way she also shared some of her favorite recipes from home, showcasing
the mouthwatering food that has nourished and delighted her family, leaving readers
hungry for more of her home-cooking secrets. In this, her first cookbook, Jessie goes
even further, opening her kitchen cabinets and inviting fans to sit for a spell and
enjoy a great meal at the Decker dinner table. Just Feed Me gives fans what they
want—simply delicious meals from the heart. Jessie shares down-home and simple-tomake recipes for drinks, appetizers, and full dinners—many Italian, Southern and
Cajun dishes which were handed down to her from her mom. She also offers advice
and inspiration for creating the warm, appealing scents and savory feel of her own
kitchen, the heart of her household. Aspirational, beautiful, with fun, fast, and
flavorful recipes, Just Feed Me is a family-friendly cookbook and keepsake that will
leave Jessie fans asking for second helpings.
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The Power Plate Diet
I didn’t just wake up one day understanding how to take care of myself. I had to
learn how to do so over time, and I continue to learn—each and every day. This is a
process, and my body is constantly changing. So is yours. And when I learned how to
accept that I will always be like this, I relaxed. Our bodies do not stand still for time.
When you understand yourself and connect to how you can become body smart, you
realize pretty quickly that the perfect, the ideal is not the goal. Instead, the goal is
feeling good in your body. That’s what leads to confidence, to feeling and looking fit,
and being pretty happy. Doesn’t that sound great? I think so! In almost every
interview she gives, Kate Hudson is asked the same questions: What do you eat?
How do you stay so fit? What workout do you do? What’s your secret? Well, the
secret is that the sound bites the media loves so much don’t tell the story, and the
steps you need to take to have a healthy, vibrant and happy life can’t be captured in
a short interview. The key to living well, and healthy, is to plug into what your body
needs, understanding that one size does not fit all, all the time, and being truly honest
with yourself about your goals and desires. Like everyone else, Kate is constantly on
the move, with a life full of work, family, responsibilities and relationships. In Pretty
Happy, Kate shows how she honors her relationship with herself through exercise,
making the right choices about what she eats, and constantly going back to the
drawing board and starting fresh, instead of holding herself to unrealistic standards of
perfection and giving up when she falls short. Focusing on the Four Pillars of Health
to enhance her well-being, Pretty Happy shows the benefits of: Cultivating an
Intuitive Relationship With Your Body Eating Well Awakening Your Body through
movement The Miracle of Mindfullness Full of questionnaires to help you assess your
Body Type and your stress levels, advice about cleanses and keeping your diet and
body balanced, and plenty of interactive Drawing Board exercises, Pretty Happy is a
beautiful, insightful, and personal look at health from the inside out, an authentic plan
for an authentic life from a woman who truly lives what she speaks. “Kate Hudson’s
Pretty Happy is a smart, insightful and realistic primer for making healthy habits part
of your everyday life. I met Kate in person, and judging by my impression of her, she
must be doing things right. From exercise to mindfulness to knowing what your body
really needs to thrive, she pushes you to throw away your ideas around perfection
and find your own Pretty Happy.”—Alejandro Junger, New York Times bestselling
author of Clean, Clean Gut, and Clean Eats “Though it may seem like sporting that
signature winning smile is her natural state of being, Kate Hudson’s path to
happiness is an active one. She refuses to wait for happy to happen. Instead, Pretty
Happy details all the ways she makes it a priority every day. Honoring our bodies
with clean eating and smart cleansing, our minds with meditation, our purpose with
authenticity, and our fun with spontaneity, playfulness and pole dancing - yes! - this
is a hands-on approach to owning our potential. And if you've ever found yourself
wondering how she maintains that famous bod, Kate is spilling the beans on that, too
in her trademark best friend-who's-been-there style - lucky us!”—Daphne Oz

True Comfort
From New York Times bestselling author Kristin Cavallari comes a cookbook that
reveals what she eats every day. In Balancing in Heels, Kristin Cavallari shared her
personal journey along with her tips on everything from style to relationships. And
now, with True Roots, Cavallari shows you that improving the way you eat doesn’t
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have to be difficult—a clean and toxin-free diet can and should be fun, easy, and
enjoyable. She learned the hard way that dieting leads nowhere good, and that a clean
lifestyle is the ticket to feeling and being healthy. So how does Kristin eat? Organic
as much as possible, wild-caught fish, grass-fed beef, fresh fruits and vegetables, and
nothing white—no white flour, sugar, or salt. She avoids anything heavily processed
and anything that has been stripped of natural nutrients. She maintains a lifestyle free
of toxic chemicals and is passionate about creating delicious and hearty food from
real ingredients. She wants her food to be true, as close to its natural state as
possible. Her recipes—green banana muffins, bison and veggie kabobs, and even
zucchini almond butter blondies—are proof that a healthy lifestyle isn’t boring or
bland. Feed yourself real food and see how much better you feel, both mentally and
physically.

Let That Shit Go
Provides advice on hair, beauty, and fashion in a guide filled with photographs of the
author in fun and flirty outfits and tips on her favorite looks.

Lauren Conrad Beauty
From lifestyle and fashion icon Lauren Conrad—#1 New York Times bestselling
author of Lauren Conrad Style and Lauren Conrad Beauty—comes her dazzling and
essential guide to entertaining, filled with an inspiring array of lifestyle tips and
personal stories and lavishly illustrated with dozens of color photographs throughout.
Now that Lauren Conrad has gotten everyone all dressed up and looking their most
beautiful, she gives them somewhere to go in this must-have guide to entertaining.
Showcasing the same approachable attitude and insight that have made her books
smash bestsellers, Lauren Conrad Celebrate shows how easy it is to throw a fantastic
party. Filled with lush and inspiring original four-color photos and budget friendly
tips, Lauren Conrad Celebrate offers advice about the basics to make planning any
type of event a breeze, including suggestions for the perfect invitations, food, drinks,
decorations, and gifts. Lauren shows how to put it all together for a diverse range of
events that span the calendar, from a charming Baby shower to a festive holiday
party. And she packs the book with creative full-color photos and stories from her
own life, including her housewarming party, and her recent bridal shower and
wedding. Just as her trusted advice has inspired women to look and feel their best,
now Lauren Conrad brings out the fabulous party-giver in all of us in this elegant,
must-have guide.

Balancing It All
The blockbuster phenomenon that charts an amazing journey of the mind while
revolutionizing our concept of memory An instant bestseller that is poised to become
a classic, Moonwalking with Einstein recounts Joshua Foer's yearlong quest to
improve his memory under the tutelage of top "mental athletes." He draws on cuttingedge research, a surprising cultural history of remembering, and venerable tricks of
the mentalist's trade to transform our understanding of human memory. From the
United States Memory Championship to deep within the author's own mind, this is an
electrifying work of journalism that reminds us that, in every way that matters, we
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are the sum of our memories. From the Trade Paperback edition.

Moonwalking with Einstein
Satisfying and Nutritious Meals without the Hassle Real Food, Real Simple makes
preparing whole, nutrient-dense foods as easy as one, two, three, four, five with
delicious recipes that are gluten-free, Paleo-friendly and exceptionally healthy.
Taylor Riggs, Registered Dietitian Nutritionist and founder of Simply Taylor, shares
80 incredible recipes that encompass her healthy lifestyle manifesto in five steps or
less. Her recipes showcase complex and intriguing flavors but are surprisingly easy
to make. They include: • Asian Chicken Lettuce Wraps • Balsamic Date and
Prosciutto Pizza with Goat Cheese and Arugula • Rich Chocolate Ramekin Cakes •
Coconut Cr pes Two Ways • Hawaiian Beef Burgers with Pineapple and Avocado •
Game Day Bison and Sweet Potato Chili With Mornings Over Easy, Effortless
Entr es and everything in between, you’ll have delicious and creative dishes to fuel
your body and entice your taste buds with little-to-no effort.

Balancing in Heels
Jorge Cruise unleashes his new fitness and weight-loss series with one simple piece
of advice: Work smarter, not harder. With his revolutionary 5-Minute Fitness Formula
and 6-Day Challenge, he shatters the conventional wisdom that rapid, lasting weight
loss can only be achieved through hours and hours in the gym, day after day. In
Inches Off! Your Tummy, Jorge unveils the most effective exercise formula to
optimize belly-fat burn all day—using compound exercises to hit virtually every
muscle in the body with each rep—while also showing readers how to avoid the hidden
sugars in foods that signal their bodies to store fat. The outcome: Visible results in 6
days, exercising just 5 minutes per day. With more than 6 million books in print and 3
million online weight-loss clients via JorgeCruise.com, Jorge Cruise is one of the
most successful fitness and diet authors on the planet—and his newest book franchise
launches now.

Laguna Beach
The legendary travel writer drives the entire length of the US–Mexico border, then
goes deep into the hinterland, on the back roads of Chiapas and Oaxaca, to uncover
the rich, layered world behind today’s brutal headlines. Paul Theroux has spent his
life crisscrossing the globe in search of the histories and peoples that give life to the
places they call home. Now, as immigration debates boil around the world, Theroux
has set out to explore a country key to understanding our current discourse: Mexico.
Just south of the Arizona border, in the desert region of Sonora, he finds a place
brimming with vitality, yet visibly marked by both the US Border Patrol to the north
and mounting discord from within. With the same humanizing sensibility he employed
in Deep South, Theroux stops to talk with residents, visits Zapotec mill workers in
the highlands, and attends a Zapatista party meeting, communing with people of all
stripes who remain south of the border even as family members brave the journey
north. From the writer praised for his “curiosity and affection for humanity in all its
forms” (New York Times Book Review), On the Plain of Snakes is an exploration of a
region in conflict.
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On the Plain of Snakes
'WTF am I doing wrong? Another relationship down the gutter. Why do I keep
attracting the same person in different bodies?' Sound familiar? Welcome to the
club.Let That Shit Go: A Journey to Forgiveness, Healing & Understanding Love is a
compilation of true stories detailing intimate relationships with various men in order
to illustrate the ongoing lessons that continued to arise, but were conveniently
ignored. In her usual conversational-yet-introspective tone, author Bruna Nessif will
make you laugh, cry and reflect as she takes you on a very personal voyage where
she recalls some of her most traumatic, heartwarming, embarrassing and monumental
memories from her love life through transparent and vulnerable story-telling.You will
finish this book with a new lens on love and self-worth, as well as the tools to begin
your own journey to healing by letting shit go. You ready?

The Past
At the request of his late grandfather, Rennie does to Iceland to right an old wrong,
and gets drawn into investigating a murder.

The Honest Life
A revised and updated, accessible and practical guide to using essential oils for
physical and emotional healing, with more than 50 recipes. With traditions dating back
more than 6,000 years, aromatherapy and essential oils are powerful tools for
treating ailments, boosting the immune system, and helping relieve insomnia, anxiety,
and stress. In this easy-to-use guide, you'll find a list of the best essential oils for
each particular condition, tips on making your own formulas, and more than fifty
recipes for improving your complexion, treating pain, and refreshing your home.
Simple recipes include relief from: • stress • problem skin • tummy troubles •
colds & flu • diaper rash • bug bites and more! Also included is a glossary of more
than sixty common essential oils. All you need to know about aromatherapy is right
here!

Pretty Happy
Actress and dancer Jenna Dewan shares her uplifting message of how to elevate your
life and experience beauty every day—perfect for fans of Jessica Alba’s The Honest
Life and Kate Hudson’s Pretty Happy. The frustrations and challenges that come
with modern living can leave us feeling stressed, overwhelmed, and disconnected. In
Gracefully You, Jenna Dewan uses her own deeply personal journey to show you how
to find your true voice, connect to your deeper self, and live with grace. From
demonstrating how movement is essential to feeling good (whether it’s by going on a
nature hike or dancing with your friends) to providing mantras that will help you
begin each day with good intentions, Jenna shares clear advice on how you can
cultivate happiness in every aspect of your life. Learn how to create a home
sanctuary, connect with nature to restore balance, foster healthy relationships of all
kinds by establishing physical and spiritual boundaries, and maintain space for your
own identity through it all. Filled with stunning photos, Gracefully You is a beautiful,
insightful, and powerful vision for anyone who wants to feel better, focus on what’s
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important, and maintain a sense of balance—all with strength and grace.

The Essential CBD Cookbook
Lessons in strength, fitness, food, and attitude from the popular world champion skier
and beauty icon—Olympic gold medalist Lindsey Vonn. Olympic Alpine skier Lindsey
Vonn wants women to stop thinking about "losing weight fast," and instead focus on
loving their bodies for what they are and what they can do. Lindsey is a small-town
Minnesota girl at heart turned world-champion skier, but that didn't come without
hard work. In Strong Is the New Beautiful, Lindsey lays out the never-before-seen
training routines and her overall philosophy that have helped her become the best
female skier in the world—tailored for women of all shapes and sizes. Lindsey backs
up her fitness program with advice on what to eat and how to work out, and kicks
readers into high-gear, helping bolster their self-confidence and build a better body
image, with the tips and tricks she's learned as a pro. This is Lindsey's regimen, and
she encourages people to take from it what will work for them. She bounced back
from injury not by doing every single thing a trainer said, but instead, by thinking
about the fitness plan that would work for her, and eating the right foods that would
make her feel and get healthy. In Strong Is the New Beautiful, she interweaves her
training and diet regimen with compelling stories of her life growing up in the
heartland, her love of skiing, the challenges she's faced—including injuries, illness, and
depression—and her secrets to wellness, fitness, and recovery. Supported by cuttingedge science and the latest studies on health and exercise, filled with routines even
those hitting the bunny hill of working out can master, and illustrated with dozens of
workout shots and photos from Lindsey's own collection, Strong Is the New Beautiful
will inspire and motivate you–whether you're an aspiring athlete, want to get back
into shape, or are eager to up your game—to make your body stronger than ever
before, inside and out.

Inches Off! Your Tummy
Join Candace Cameron Bure, actress best known as D.J. Tanner from Full House and
a New York Times bestselling author, whose faith and wit have delighted audiences
for decades, as she lets you in on her best-kept secrets for Staying Stylish. This
gorgeous manual for beauty, style, health, and spiritual wellness will be your onestop shop for everything you need to live your most stylish life. As an actress,
producer, New York Times bestselling author, and inspirational speaker, Candace
Cameron Bure has spent her entire life in the spotlight, and she is well aware of the
pressures and forces many women face. Throughout her career, Candace has
balanced her faith, family, and passion for work and found her spot as role model to
women of all ages—and as a style icon. In her brand-new book Staying Stylish,
Candace invites you behind the scenes of her day-to-day life and shares over 100
tips and tricks for looking and feeling your best—both inside and out. Nurture your
body, style, and soul as you read through this beautiful book full of photos, insider
secrets, and exciting ideas to revamp your own life into its best possible version. She
offers her insight into balance, spiritual growth, and looking great while doing it all.
Staying Stylish topics will include personal style, fresh hair and makeup for any age,
a well-balanced diet and fitness regime, and a well-nourished spirit.
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Sisters
Welcome to Paradise. Otherwise known as Laguna Beach. You've seen the
backstabbing, betrayal, and small-town gossip set against the wealthy beachside
paradise that is Laguna Beach, California. You've seen hook-ups, break-ups, screwups and make-ups -- and all just during two years of school. Now find out what life
was like for the stars of Laguna Beach: The Real Orange County before the hit MTV
series. Think you know Kristin, Talan, Stephen, Taylor, LC, and their friends? Think
again. You'll find out: • How and when Stephen and LC hooked up and the "drama"
that followed • How Stephen and Kristin started dating • Why Trey got interested
in activism and politics • How Lo learns that it's better to go to a party in Laguna
Beach than to give one • Talan's life as a pre-teen football star • Taylor and Alex
M.'s early fights over boys • What their lives were like growing up • What they all
thought of each other when they first met, how their friendships formed, and more
Packed with tons of exclusive material from embarrassing baby photos to first-kiss
stories, here is everything you ever wanted to know about Laguna Beach's teen
royalty.

Made in Reality
From the celebrity trainer, bestselling author, and creator of The 4 x 4 Diet comes a
simple, targeted diet plan that balances the dinner plate to reduce inflammation and
help readers get healthy.
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